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Training of First Term Missionaries 
 
My name is Dick Brogden. I'm an Assemblies of God World missionary. I've been working with 
Muslims for 25 years in the Arab world. And I helped to start and to lead the Live Dead 
movement, which is a partnership that seeks to plant churches, amongst unreached people 
groups through multinational teams. I want to speak briefly on this topic of missionary training 
specifically for the first term of missionaries on the field. We ask our new missionaries to commit 
to a two to three-year term and to understand that that first term will be a training term. We have 
seven Objectives - Core Competencies that we like to see our new missionaries dig down into.  
 
The first one, is abiding in Jesus. Intimacy with Jesus is the foundation of all missions. This is at 
the heart of John 15 verse 5. But abiding in Jesus in different cultures and contexts where you're 
dealing with more fatigue and things that are new and strange and spiritual warfare can have a 
different feel. And so, we like to train and discipline our men and our women. And what does 
that look like? How do you walk in intimacy with Jesus? And what does that look privately and 
personal, in this state and in the ongoing discipline of abiding. What does that look like in the 
corporate setting? How do you abide in Jesus corporately and personally on the frontier field?  
 
The second thing that we like to work on is what is called Language and Cultural Fluency. This is 
of course a no brainer for any type of faithful and fruitful missions to be able in the heart 
language to evangelize, to disciple, and to train leaders. And it is not something to be taken 
lightly nor does it happen quickly. And so, between 35 and 40 hours a week for the first 2 years 
of our missionaries is dedicated to language and cultural learning. We have different modes, 
according to personalities we have more formal schools, we have GPA applications and there's 
some allowance for stage of life and a number of children and those things. But there's this 
determined and insistent desire that all of our people would be able in the heart language to 
make disciples and to plant churches.  
 
The third competency is Missiology. We meet weekly, we have reading assignments, we have 
follow-up, implementation. So yes, we're looking at the theory of church planting, looking at 
current resources, looking at historical models, looking at the different tools, giving wide 
exposure to the different thoughts out there by different agencies and workers and indigenous 
partners. And it's not just theoretical. We ask that our new missionaries put into practice things 



that they're learning on a weekly basis and so we have a 2-year curriculum that we work through 
on Essential Missiology.  
 
The fourth thing is what we call Interpersonal and Multi-national Dynamics. When we talk about 
multi-national teams these things sound like heaven, but they can feel like hell. We have 
different perspectives on space, and time, and collectivism, and individual aspects, whether 
that's our finances or a multitude of things that can cause tension. And so, sometimes flippantly, 
we refer to this fourth one as the share-your-toys principle -how do you get along with one 
another when you're from different cultures and have different expectations and there's some 
refining that happens there.  
 
The fifth thing is what we call Rhythm of Life. To be a missionary is one of the hardest things in 
the world. It's not complicated. It's just hard to do it well and the work ethic is quite 
interestingly different from our home cultures, even if you work very hard because you have 
many of the same things that you did in your home country. But on top of that, the layers of 
language and culture. And so, there is this balance sometimes the old missionaries didn't know 
how to play, and the new missionaries don't know how to work. So, we look at things like 
Sabbath and we look at things like exercise, and nutrition, and sleep, and your basic disciplines 
because we want our missionaries to be able to work hard for 40 years should Jesus tarry. So 
how do you do that when you're running a marathon not a sprint?  
 
The sixth thing is Identity. Now identity has three legs to its stool and all three legs need to be 
robust if it's going to work. Spiritual Identity, your Cultural Identity and your Professional Identity. 
The spiritual identity - we're Proclaimers, we're tongue -criers, we're messengers, we're 
evangelists, we're disciple-makers. How do you create a spiritual identity that you can lead with, 
when that can season and inform all of your relationships? The cultural identity link to language 
and culture above. And how does that play out in a day to day basis with gender relations and 
interacting with different age sets and the different political and religious powers within your 
context? And then the third, the Professional Identity - your business as mission platform and I 
don't use that word platform in a negative sense, but how does it help you to broadcast the 
message because we are proclaimers. And all of these have to be robust. If you are a 
wonderfully spiritual person and you are great with language and culture, but your professional 
identity is suspect, this stool doesn't stand. Let's say you're great at business, and you're great at 
language, but you're a cultural idiot, then witness breaks down. Or let's say you're very good 
culturally, and you're very astute at making money and having a legitimate platform that glorifies 
the Lord, but you never open your mouth to evangelize and make disciples, this tool doesn't 
stand. So that sixth component is our identity.  
 
And then the seventh one is Church Planting. How do you put all of those six other things 
together and learn in an environment where you're surrounded by mentors? How to actually 
plant the church that multiplies and move to church-planting movements. So that when this 
training term is finished, you can deploy out to another church planting team or start your own 
and bear fruit. So, we have found in missionary training that it is no waste to take that first two to 
three years and have intentional training on the field. And as I said, we have seven core 
competencies that we focus on: Abiding in Jesus; Language and Cultural Acquisition; 



Missiology; Intercultural and Multi-Cultural Dynamics; Rhythm of Life; Identity; and then putting 
it all together for Church Planting. And these training centers are multiplying now around the 
world. And if you're a mission's leader, I encourage you to invest this time in training your 
missionaries, so that they may be fruitful over the long term. 
 


